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1.

Summary 2008/09

Suntag tagging highlights for the year were:








Over 8,450 taggers have now participated in Suntag and over 15,000 fishers have
reported the recapture of a tagged fish
Total tagged fish and crabs in the database now exceeds 570,000 and 47,000
recaptures
Barramundi is the most tagged species with over 174,000 tagged and over 12,000
recaptures
The overall recapture rate for all fish is 8.1% with a 9.3% recapture rate for the
year
The release rate of recaptured fish was over 60% for the 6th year in a row
indicating a high proportion of fish caught being released
Six reports were produced on data collected in Suntag projects and 9 Suntag News
bulletins were sent out via email
Daniel Powell was the top individual tagger with 1,602 fish tagged for the year
while Mick Dohnt remains the top tagger overall having tagged a total of 21,288.

The recapture rate of tagged fish in Suntag in Queensland is used as an approximate
measure to monitor fishing effort, and in turn participation in recreational fishing. For
2008/09 the recapture rate was 9.3% while the overall rate was 8.1%. The data suggests
that there may have been a slight increase in fishing effort since 2005/06.
During 2007/08 funding was provided by the Department of Primary Industries and
Fisheries to allow fish stocking groups to improve monitoring of stocked fish through
tagging. The funding has enabled tags and tagging equipment to be provided free of
charge to stocking groups or those targeting stocked fish. The program has now been
identified as StockTag to recognise the role of stocking groups and the tagging of stocked
fish.
Three reports on stocked fish tagging were completed in 2008/09. One report provided a
summary of tagging of stocked fish from 1987-2007, a second report was on the impact of
fish death events during winter 2007 and the third report was an analysis of growth,
movement and survival of tagged fish in 1987-2008. A brochure summarising the reports
was also completed. The reports and brochure are expected to be published before the end
of 2009.
During the year there were 4 competitions that included tagging and data from these
events have been collected through Suntag.
Catch rates for Suntag taggers are now available for 12 years. The average Suntag trip is
5.6 hours in duration with 1.7 fishers taking part in each trip. On each trip there is an
average of 9.6 fish caught of which 1.0 (10.1%) fish are kept. In 2007/08 only 5.1% of
fish caught were kept.
Suntag manages the data collected through the CapReef community based monitoring
program in Central Queensland which was established in 2005/06. Fishing trip details have
been obtained for over 13,000 trips for 16 seasons from winter 2005 to autumn 2009. A
number of reports have been produced covering data collected in CapReef. A summary
report of data collected over the past 4 years has been completed.
Deep hooking is recognised as a major contributor of fish mortality. Suntag has been
collecting data on hooking locations since 2003/04 to assist in estimating fish survival from
hooking. A total of 48,750 hooking locations have now been recorded. The overall level of
deep hooking is 7.2% while for bait it is 11.6% and for lure it is 1.7%. There are a number
of species where Suntag now has estimates of deep hooking. The deep hooking rate for
Yellowfin Bream on bait is 12.5% and on lure is 0.6% while for Dusky Flathead on bait it is
30.7% and 2.4% on lure.
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2.

Introduction

Suntag commenced as the Sportfish Tagging
Program in 1987 when the then Fisheries
Management Branch of the Department of Primary
Industries handed over responsibility of the
program to ANSA Qld. The first annual report was
produced in 1987/88.
In that year it was reported that 2,955 fish were
tagged with 151 recaptures. The following is an
extract from the summary in that report.
“By any measure the program has to be considered
a success. More fish tagged, covering a limited
number of species and more returns than in any
other year of the program.
If that success is repeated in subsequent years it
will provide a valuable addition to our fisheries
knowledge which can identify where research effort
should be directed and alert fisheries management
to potential problems.”
The yardstick of achievement has been extended
beyond anything that was imagined back then.

Figure 1: Cover of the 1987/88 Sportfish
Tagging Program Report

In 1993/94 a similar program was set up in Victoria as Victag and in 1994/95 Austag was
established to provide a national umbrella for ANSA tagging programs. Over the next few
years tagging was taken up by ANSA branches in each State as Westag, Toptag, Newtag,
Tastag and Saftag. In Queensland the program continued as the Sportfish Tagging
Program until 1997/98 when the name was changed to Suntag to fit in with the names of
the other Austag programs.
In 1996/97 data collection was extended to include catch and effort for those involved in
tagging and has continued and expanded since then. In 2000/01 the National strategy for
the Survival of Released Fish commenced and data collection was again extended to collect
data on hooking and barotrauma to provide information on fish survival.
The database was upgraded several times as Suntag developed. However it was originally
focused on collecting data on tagging. As data collection was extended separate databases
were added to collect the new data. This meant some duplication of effort and extracting
data and providing reports was cumbersome. In 2006 a new web based database was
developed to include all data being collected.
In 1996/97 the first Austag Sportfish Tagging Report was produced which covered all the
Austag programs. The annual reports were produced as Austag reports through to
2005/06. From 2003/04 the report was produced as the Austag Research Report. For the
first time no report was produced in 2006/07 due to a number of States not being able to
provide reports.
So in 2007/08 we went full circle back to a Suntag report to ensure that an annual report
is produced. However its title was broadened to Suntag Research Report to reflect the
current activities carried out under the Suntag banner.
In 1987/88 the goal was to provide a valuable addition to our fisheries knowledge. This
report provides a summary of how far we have progressed since it all started.
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3.

How Suntag Works

Austag is an umbrella program that coordinates the collection of tagging, catch and effort
and other data on fish caught by ANSA members and other organisations throughout
Australia. Suntag is the Queensland program under Austag.

3.1

Austag Structure

Austag provides the framework and standards for the management and operation of
separate programs in each State as outlined in figure 2.

Policies, Data Quality
Standards and Data
Collection Manual

AUSTAG

SUNTAG

NEWTAG

VICTAG

TASTAG

SAFTAG

WESTAG

TOPTAG

AFANT
tagging

Database and State program management in cooperation with State Fisheries agencies

Figure 2: Relationship between Austag and the State tagging programs

The Austag Coordinator is responsible for the setting and maintenance of overall standards
within which the State and subsidiary programs operate, providing support and guidance
to the State programs and developing and refining operational aspects of data collection.
The subsidiary programs under Austag are where the data are collected and stored. While
the State programs conform to the national standards they are managed and operated
independently with State Tagging Coordinators responsible for the collection, storage and
dissemination of tagging and catch and effort data in their own States.

3.2

Suntag Management and Structure

Suntag is a joint program between Queensland Primary Industries and Fisheries (QPIF)
which is now part of the Department of Employment, Economic Development and
Innovation (DEEDI) and ANSA Qld. QPIF provides an annual grant to ANSA Qld for the
delivery of the program. For the past 6 years ANSA Qld has contracted Infofish Services to
manage Suntag on their behalf.
Suntag is structured around collection, storage and analysis of data as well as the
distribution of data and production of information products. Figure 3 is a diagram of
Suntag data flows from the initial collection of data to distribution through information
products.
An Austag Manual is maintained which provides Work Instructions for use in all Austag
programs, including Suntag. The manual is maintained within a section of the database
and is also available from the website.
Suntag tagging is carried out through projects and the current list of projects is available
from the website.
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Figure 3: Diagram showing Suntag data flows from data collection to information products

3.3

Infofish 2006-Suntag database

In 2005/06 the CapReef community based monitoring program was established to collect
data on recreational fishing and fish resources in Central Queensland. CapReef uses the
Suntag database to store its data. As part of establishing CapReef it was proposed to
upgrade the Suntag database to be more efficient in the collection and storage of data.
Funding for the upgrade was provided by the Natural Heritage Trust through the Fitzroy
Basin Association.
The new database (figure 4) significantly improves the collection of tag, catch and effort
and other data and is located at http://database.info-fish.net. Access to the database is
restricted to authorised users and access can be managed at a number of levels from
access to personal records only to full access.
Along with the database development the etrip form was upgraded to allow data from the
form to be directly loaded to the database. This is now completed by taggers and others
and forwarded by email. Once the data is validated it is loaded direct to the database.
Details of recaptures can now be emailed direct from the database providing earlier advice
of recaptures with a follow up certificate in the mail (figure 6).
Infofish 2006 has significantly improved data collection standards. With Infotag 2000 the
standard to have data in the database was 60 days after a fishing trip. This has been
reduced to 20 days for data submitted electronically and 40 days for data still received
manually. However with the increasing uptake of email around 90% of the data is received
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electronically. Loading fishing trip data using the etrip form has reduced the workload by
over 50%.
Another improvement with Infofish 2006 is that the Austag Manual is now accessible from
within the database.
It is proposed that a moderate upgrade will be made to the database in 2008/09 which will
further improve performance.

Figure 4: Typical screen from Infofish 2006 showing fishing trip catch details

3.4

Suntag on the Infofish website

During the year the Infofish website at www.info-fish.net was redeveloped to improve the
level of service provided to those participating in or using Suntag data. The new home
page is shown in figure 5. The upgrade included:









Infofish Store for purchasing tag equipment with secure online payment
When reporting a recapture of a tagged fish online instant feedback from the
database is provided on the history of the fish if details are in the database
Improved management and subscription to and distribution of email news bulletins
A photo gallery showcasing pictures and videos of key projects
Improved access to Information Sheets and the ability to share documents through
many sites and email the author direct if you have any questions
Introduction of a new program called StockTag incorporating fish stocking groups
and tagging of stocked fish
The latest forms used in Suntag, CapReef and other programs can now be
downloaded from the website
Many little things to make finding information easier
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Figure 5: Infofish website homepage following upgrade in 2008/09

3.5

Tag and Recapture Certificates

A very important aspect of Suntag is providing feedback to fishers. One of the ways that is
done is through providing an Austag Tag and Recapture Certificate that records the full
history of a recaptured fish including all recaptures if it has been recaptured more than
once. A certificate, as shown in figure 6, is provided to both the person that recaptured the
fish and the tagger.

Figure 6: Austag certificate used to provide feedback on recaptured fish
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The Australian Fishing Trades Association (AFTA) has been a long-term supporter of
Austag and sponsor of our tag and recapture certificates. Over 30,000 certificates have
been issued under Austag programs around Australia since 2001/02. We are grateful for
the continuing support of AFTA and their sponsorship of the certificates. AFTA funded a
new design and upgrade of the certificate in 2007/08.
Following the database upgrade to Infofish 2006 details of recaptures as shown on the
certificates can be emailed to fishers and taggers that have email addresses. This provides
earlier advice of recaptures than previously. Suntag then sends a follow up certificate in
the mail.
Each year there are around 2,000 recaptures in Suntag and as a result around 4,000
certificates are issued.

3.6

Tags used in Suntag

Tags used in Suntag are Hallprint tags obtained from Hallprint Pty Ltd of South Australia.
The support of David Hall of Hallprint for Suntag is acknowledged. The two types of tags
most commonly used in Austag programs are the dart or spear tag and the anchor or gun
tag (figure 7). Both these tags are used in a number of sizes.

Figure 7: Tags and tagging equipment used in Suntag

3.7

Tagging Equipment

Tags, applicators to apply the tags, and ancillary equipment are the specialised
requirements of tagging. A full range of tagging equipment is available from Infofish
Services. The upgrade of the Infofish website included the introduction of an Infofish
Store for the purchase of tagging equipment and a secure method for online payment.
Figure 8 provides a page from the shop showing some of the equipment that may be
purchased.
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Figure 8: Infofish Store page showing some of the tagging equipment and products that can be
purchased online
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4.

Scope of Suntag Research

Suntag is now extensively involved in collecting data to support research being carried out
by researchers or is requested by ANSA Qld or recreational fishing groups. This involves
collecting data on the fishing activities of our members and others and working
collaboratively with government agencies, research bodies and community groups. There
are now 8 broad areas that Suntag is involved in.









4.1

Fish Tagging
Support for Research Projects
Tagging to Support Monitoring of Stocked Fish
Fishing Competitions Involving Tagging
Catch and Effort
Community monitoring
Released Fish Survival
Historical Tagging Records

Fish Tagging

Suntag commenced in 1986/87 as a tagging program that allowed participation by ANSA
Qld members. Tagging has mainly been used to obtain movement and growth of
recreational species. Suntag is now viewed as the primary repository of tagging data in
Queensland for tagging carried out by Suntag taggers, QPIF researchers, fish stocking
groups and some research institutions and universities.
Suntag tagging data has been used for a wide range of other purposes including for stock
assessments and testing management options such as changes in bag and size limits.

4.2

Support for Research and Monitoring Projects

Suntag provides support for tagging carried out by QPIF that is undertaken in many
research and monitoring projects. QPIF does not maintain its own tagging database and
uses Suntag for the management and storage of its tagging data. Suntag continues to
provide support for the QPIF tagging eg Sawfish in the Gulf of Carpentaria and Snapper
and Pearl Perch as part of a study of rocky reef species.
ANSA members have for many years been involved in collecting biological samples such as
fish frames for researchers through such programs as CapReef. There have also been
projects where ANSA has provided logistic support and assisted with sampling during field
data collection.
During 2007/08 James Cook University undertook a major tagging project in green zones
around the Keppel Islands in Central Queensland. This was carried out in conjunction with
CapReef and involved members of Captag, Gladstone and Keppel Bay clubs. Recaptures
from that project continue to be collected.
Suntag is currently providing support to research and monitoring programs being
undertaken by the CSIRO in monitoring the effects of no fishing zones in Moreton Bay and
Tropical Rock Lobsters in Torres Straits. This is through the management of tagging data
and providing feedback to those reporting recaptures.
Suntag has provided support to university students undertaking research work by assisting
them with data collection on tagging where that is part of their research. This allows
students to concentrate on data analysis and hypothesis testing rather than on routine
data collection. Support has been provided to a number of projects tagging Sharks in
south east Queensland.

4.3

Tagging to Support Monitoring of Stocked Fish

During the 1980s the Queensland Government introduced the Recreational Fishing
Enhancement Program which saw the start of stocking of impoundments and waterways on
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a statewide scale. Tagging of stocked fish commenced shortly after and has been
incorporated into the broader program for monitoring stocked fish.
Tagging of stocked fish commenced in the mid-late 1980s carried out by ANSA Qld
members. Taggers began to target fish when they had reached a size of around 200mm
which was big enough for them to be tagged. Some stocking groups also commenced
tagging of their stocked fish, in the same way as Suntag taggers, in the late 1980s. Over
the following years tagging of stocked fish by both Suntag taggers and stocking groups
grew to become a significant component of Suntag.
QPIF staff also tagged fish during their monitoring, which in the 1980s and 1990s was
mostly through netting surveys. During the 2000s electrofishing surveys commenced and
fish have also been tagged during these surveys.
A small number of tagged broodstock used in hatcheries have also been released when
they are no longer required by the hatchery.
In the late 1990s stocking of larger Barramundi around 200-300mm commenced and since
then the practice has been adopted by a number of stocking groups with batches of up to
several thousand tagged fish being released. As well as Barramundi this has been
extended to Murray Cod.
In 2007/08 under the Government’s Living the Queensland Lifestyle program funding of
$100,000 was provided for the tagging of stocked fish. The funding was to provide tags
and tagging equipment free of charge to stocking groups and to provide a number of
reports on the tagging of stocked fish. The program has continued through 2008/09 and
StockTag has been set up to more clearly identify the role of stocking groups in tagging.

4.4

Fishing Competitions Involving Tagging

There is a growing trend in fishing competitions to include the tagging of fish. The Rocky
Barra Bounty and Boyne Tannum Hookup competitions in Central Queensland have tagged
fish over the past 10 years. Catch and effort data from these competitions has also been
collected and incorporated into CapReef (see section 9).
More recently tagging of fish caught in the Bundaberg VMR Fishing Competition and the
MQ Tinnie ‘n’ Tackle Competition has been undertaken. Also a number of competitions
offer prizes for individual tagged fish. Suntag taggers have been involved in the tagging of
these fish in most cases.

4.5

Catch and Effort

In 1996/97 ANSA NSW and ANSA Qld both commenced programs to collect catch and
effort to obtain data on catch rates of its members. Data collected was extended to include
all fish caught, kept and released, and the time spent fishing. The catch rates of ANSA
members may not reflect catch rates of the average recreational fisher as their skill level is
generally higher however the trend in catch rates of our members can be indicative of the
trend in catch rates of the broader fishing population.
Many of the members providing catch and effort data are also those involved in tagging
and it has been possible to get many of them to record the lengths of all fish caught. This
has been useful in obtaining size composition of their catches.

4.6

Community Monitoring

A further role was developed for Suntag during 2004/05 with the establishment of the
CapReef program in Central Queensland. CapReef was set up to improve the community’s
ability to take part in management decision processes that affect them, following the
introduction of zoning of the GBRMP that closed 33% of the marine park to fishing and the
adoption of the Reef Line Fishery Management Plan.
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CapReef has evolved to collect data on recreational fishing and fish resources in Central
Queensland and has now completed 4 years of data collection. Data have been collected
on catch and effort, fish movement through tagging, expenditure of fishing, attitudes to
management changes and changes in fisher behaviour. This has been through boat ramp
surveys, fishing trip information, using Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV), specific
fishing experiments and social surveys.
Incorporated into CapReef has been the monitoring of Barramundi recruitment which has
been ongoing for the past 25 years. This has helped understanding the environmental
conditions for successful Barramundi recruitment and how that may be impacted by
climate change.
In 2007/08 CapReef was extended to Bundaberg and a similar program is being set up in
Mackay. Interest in similar programs has been shown in Cairns and Port Douglas.
In 2008/09 an interstate community monitoring program was set up in the Northern
Territory. Infofish and Suntag are providing support to a Barramundi Monitoring Program
being undertaken by the King Ash Bay Fishing Club on the McArthur River in the Gulf of
Carpentaria.
Suntag has provided long term support for a community crab tagging program by the
Holloways Beach Environmental Education Centre. This involves students at the centre
tagging crabs in the Barron River and Thomatis Creek.

4.7

Released Fish Survival

The National Strategy for the Survival of Released Line Caught Fish was an initiative of
ANSA and the FRDC. It was set up in 2001/02 and ran through to 2006/07. That strategy
involved a total investment of $7.2 million in 20 projects by FRDC, State Fisheries agencies
and other bodies.
The aim of the strategy was to improve knowledge on the survival of line caught fish
released by recreational fishers. This involved determining the survival rates for key
recreational fish species and the development of best practices in handling fish.
As ANSA members have been at the forefront of releasing fish for several decades,
involvement in the strategy was a natural progression. The ANSA code of practice on
releasing fish, adopted in 2002, was used as the basis for best practices in releasing fish
and in 2004/05 Recfish Australia adopted a similar policy.
ANSA has assisted in the promotion of best practices and became involved in a number of
the research projects through tagging providing data on long-term survival and extended
data collection to locations where hooks are lodged in fish. Research has shown that deep
hooking of fish is a significant cause of fish mortality so collecting data on hooking
locations and the terminal gear used will provide valuable information that can be used in
determining survival estimates.

4.8

Historical Tagging Data

Much of the tagging data that is collected is the responsibility of the individual researcher
that has collected it. Once the data is used in the preparation of a technical or scientific
paper it can often become ‘lost’ over time as researchers move on. While the data has
served its primary purpose it can be used in the future with other data or can be reanalysed to answer new questions.
Suntag has been seeking old tagging datasets and incorporating them into its database.
Bringing old data into the database provides a single dataset in a common format over a
long timeline and makes further analysis of data much easier.
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5.

Suntag in 2008/09

5.1

Suntag Highlights for 2008/09

Suntag tagging highlights for the year were:








5.2

Over 8,450 taggers have now participated in Suntag and over 15,000 fishers have
reported the recapture of a tagged fish
Total tagged fish and crabs in the database now exceeds 570,000 and 47,000
recaptures
Barramundi is the most tagged species with over 174,000 tagged and over 12,000
recaptures
The overall recapture rate for all fish is 8.1% with a 9.3% recapture rate for the
year
The release rate of recaptured fish was over 60% for the 6th year in a row
indicating a high proportion of fish caught being released
Six reports were produced on data collected in Suntag projects and 9 Suntag News
bulletins were sent out via email
Daniel Powell was the top individual tagger with 1,602 fish tagged for the year
while Mick Dohnt remains the top tagger overall having tagged a total of 21,288.

Suntag Participation

A total of over 8,450 taggers have now participated in Suntag having tagged fish since
1986/87. In 2008/09 there were 620 participating taggers that tagged at least one fish.
Since 1993/94 participation each year has exceeded 800 and this is the first time it has
dropped below that figure.
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Figure 9: Summary of participation in Suntag from 1986/87 to 2008/09

A total of almost 15,000 fishers have participated in Suntag thought the capture of a
tagged fish. In 2008/09 there were 858 fishers that reported the recapture of a tagged fish
with many fishers recapturing more than one fish. Figure 9 shows the numbers of fishers
tagging and recapturing fish each year.
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5.3

Suntag Fish Tagged and Recaptured

The Suntag database now has over 570,000 tagged fish records. There have been over
47,000 recaptures over the same period. The overall recapture rate is 8.3% however is as
high as 13.6% for some species (Saddletail Snapper) and 25.1% for some locations
(Barramundi in 12 Mile Creek). Figure 10 shows the number of fish tagged and recaptured
each year since 1986/87. In 2008/09 there were 27,171 fish tagged and 2,522 recaptures
(including multiple recaptures) recorded.
Over the past 10 years there have been over 25,000 fish tagged each year.
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Figure 10: Suntag fish tagged and recaptured since 1986/87

5.4

Suntag Key Species Tagged and Recapture Rates

Barramundi remain as the most tagged species and was the first species where over
100,000 fish have been tagged. The total number of Barramundi tagged is now 174,744
with 12,199 recaptures (14,885 including multiple recaptures). Numbers of Barramundi
tagged have been significantly boosted since 2004/05 when large numbers of tagged
Barramundi were released into stocked impoundments. The overall recapture rate for
Barramundi is 7.0% however is as high as 19.5% in the Fitzroy River estuary in Central
Queensland.
Australian Bass is the second most tagged species with 49,097 tagged and 4,042
recaptured and a recapture rate of 8.2%. Figure 11 shows the number of key species
tagged with the corresponding recapture rate.
While many fish are recaptures several times the recapture rate here is based only on a
single recapture of each fish. Species with over 5,000 fish tagged that have recapture
rates over 10% include Goldspotted Rockcod at 10.4%, Mud Crab at 17.5%, Blackspotted
Rockcod at 12.5% and Red Emperor at 12.9%. Species with recapture rates below 5%
include Yellowfin Bream at 4.2%, Pikey Bream at 4.6%, Barred Javelin at 2.9%, School
Mackerel at 1.9%, Speckled Javelin at 2.1% and Giant Trevally at 4.0%. Saddletail
Snapper has the highest recapture rate at 13.6% of any of the fish species tagged. The
recapture rate for Mud Crab is high due to a lot of crabs being recaptured as part of
research experiments.
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Figure 11: Total numbers of key species tagged and their recapture rate

5.5

Suntag Recapture Rate

The Suntag recapture rate has been used for a number of years as a coarse indicator of
fishing effort. While there are many factors that influence the recapture rate most of these
are near constant from year to year or small in their effect on the recapture rate. The
greatest variable is fishing effort and this can be demonstrated by comparing the recapture
rate from heavily fished and remote lightly fished locations.
Figure 12 shows the overall and yearly recapture rates from 1985/86 to 2008/09 for all
fish. The overall recapture rate is simply the total number of fish recaptured to that time
compared with the total number tagged, while the rate each year is simply the number of
recaptures for each year compared with the number tagged in that year. Data from fish
tagged in no fishing zones (green zones) in Keppel Bay in 2007/08 have been excluded as
that artificially distorted the recapture rate.
The overall recapture rate for all fish at the end of 2008/09 was 8.1% while the recapture
rate for the year was 9.3%. In 2004/05 the low rate of 4.6% was influenced by the large
number of small tagged Barramundi (around 200mm) released by stocking groups. That
year the fish were generally below the size where these fish are caught and did not start to
get recaptured until 2005/06.
Recapture rates peaked in the mid 1990’s and the declined through to 2005/06. Since then
the recapture rate has risen and remained above the long term rate. This suggest that
there may have been an increase in fishing effort in the last few years. Figure 13 shows
the participation rate in recreational fishing in Queensland obtained from the RFish surveys
undertaken by the DPI&F. Arrows on figure 12 show the recapture rates in the same year
as the surveys and these show a similar trend. Based on the recapture rate it is likely that
participation has increased slightly since 2005/06. The most recent CapReef report
"CapReef: Recreational Fish and Fish Resources in Central Queensland 2005-09" indicates
that offshore fishing effort in the Capricorn area has increased by about 15% from
2005/06 to 2008/09.
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Figure 12: Recapture rate for all fish from 1985/86 to 2008/09
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Figure 13: Participation rates in recreational fishing in Queensland from the QPIF RFish program

5.6

Suntag Released Fish Rate

The released fish rate has been calculated by comparing the number of recaptured tagged
fish that are released to those that have been kept each year however the analysis does
not take into account whether the fish was of legal size or not.
Figure 14 shows a comparison of the release rates for ANSA members, recreational fishers
other than ANSA members and the combined rates. There is a clear trend among nonANSA fishers towards releasing more fish with the overall release rate for the past 6 years
at over 60% and over 70% in the last 2 years. ANSA members have had a consistently
high release rate of tagged fish of over 90% since 1990/91 and the higher rates for the
last 2 years is a result of ANSA members catching more tagged fish than general
recreational fishers. For the last 8 years the released rate by recreational fishers has been
close to or over 30%.
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Figure 14: Percentage of recaptured tagged fish released by recreational fishers

5.7

Suntag Tagging Awards

Table 1 shows the taggers that qualified for Tagging Excellence Awards (TEA) during
2008/09. To qualify for the award a tagger must tag a minimum number of fish to reach
2,000 tagging points.
Tagging of 1,000 fish in total is required to qualify as a Frequent Tagger. To date 76
taggers have reached this milestone having tagged over 192,361 fish in total and that is
around 35.7% of all fish tagged. This year there were 3 taggers that joined that group as
shown in table 2.
Each year a special award is made to the person that tags the most fish. This award is a
special shield provided by the QPIF. The Award is the Phil Brooks Memorial Award in
memory of Phil Brooks who was an avid supporter of the tagging program. In 2008/09
Daniel Powell (figure 15) was the top individual tagger having tagged 1,602 fish to take his
overall tally to 4,080 fish tagged. As Daniel is 24 years old it was pleasing to have a young
tagger taking out the award.

Figure 15: Daniel Powell was the top individual tagger in 2008/09
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Mick Dohnt remains as the top individual tagger overall having added 987 fish to his tally
which is now 21,288 fish tagged. In 2008/09 Tony Stewart became the second tagger to
have tagged over 10,000 fish having now tagged 10,116 fish.
Details of all Suntag awards and recipients are available on the website www.info-fish.net.

Tagger
MICHAEL POWELL
THORO DEMITRIOU
JOHN DOLGNER
WARREN SULLIVAN

Species
Barramundi
Barramundi
Barred Javelin
Snapper

TAA Year TEA Year
2000/01
2008/09
2006/07
2008/09
2002/03
2008/09
2002/03
2008/09

Fish
894
766
1042
695

Points
2682
2298
2084
2085

Table 1: Suntag Tagging Excellence Awards 2008/09

Fisher
WARREN SULLIVAN

Club
Queensland Sportfishers

RON KRUGER
PHIL MORROW

Brisbane Valley Anglers
Gladstone Sportfishing Club

Fish tagged
1203
1052
1052

Table 2: Suntag Frequent Taggers in 2008/09

5.8

Suntag Feedback

With the Infofish 2006 database recapture details were able to be forwarded by email to all
persons that recaptured a fish with an email address and to taggers with an email address.
This allowed details to be forwarded almost immediately after the recapture was reported.
Feedback on these recaptures was also provided through a tag and recapture certificate
(figure 6), provided to both the fisher recapturing the fish and the tagger. In the past year
over 4,000 certificates were sent out (an average of almost 11 per day).

Figure 16: Suntag News bulletin used to provide feedback on interesting recaptures

Another form of feedback is though the Suntag News bulletins (figure 16). These are a
single page covering interesting recaptures of tagged fish and other items of interest about
Suntag. A further 9 News bulletins (142-153) were sent out in 2008/09 bringing the total
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number of bulletins to 153. The bulletins are provided by email to over 750 subscribers.
Clubs use material from these bulletins in their newsletters and fishing magazines,
newspapers and radio fishing shows pick up items as well. Geoff Orr regularly used
material from Suntag News in his weekly fishing column in the Courier Mail.
The other main form of feedback is provided through the Infofish-ANSA website which is at
www.info-fish.net with the homepage shown in figure 5.

5.9

Suntag Project Reports

With the volume of data that is now in the Suntag database there are many significant
datasets that are associated with specific projects. Over the past few years Suntag has
published reports where there is sufficient data and information that is relevant to our
understanding of fish. Many of those reports are now produced in conjunction with other
programs such as CapReef (see section 9), reports on monitoring of stocked fish (see
section 6) and reports on fishing competitions (see section 7).
Report
Suntag Research Report 2007/08

Provided to
QPIF/Researchers/
ANSA Qld
QPIF/Stocking Groups

Date
October 2008

Summary of tagging of stocked fish in
February 2009*
impoundments and waterways of
Queensland 1987-2007
Winter 2007 fish death events: impact
QPIF/Stocking Groups
February 2009*
on stocked fish
Growth, Movement and survival of
QPIF/Stocking Groups
February 2009*
stocked fish from tagging programs in
impoundments and waterways of
Queensland 1987-2008
Shoalwater Bay: Fish Stocks in
Department of
April 2009
southern creeks entering Shoalwater
Defence/ANSA Qld/QPIF
Bay: Report 13
Noosa River Bass – Suntag Tagging
QPIF/ANSA Qld
April 2009
and Recaptures 1983-2009
* these reports were completed in February 2009 but have not yet been published by QPIF
Table 3: Suntag reports completed during 2008/09

6.

Tagging to Support Monitoring of Stocked Fish

During 2007/08 funding of $40,000 was provided to assist groups to tag stocked fish to
increase monitoring of these fish. This funding became available in 2008 and increased the
level of tagging of stocked fish as part of monitoring of stocked fish. The funding has
enabled tags and tagging equipment to be provided free of charge to stocking groups or
those targeting stocked fish.
Also during 2007/08 Infofish Services was contracted by QPIF to produce 3 reports
covering stocked fish impoundments. These reports were finalised in 2008/09 as shown in
table 3. A brochure summarising the 3 reports is also being produced.
A further contract has been approved to provide continuing support to stocking groups and
taggers targeting stocked fish in 2008/09. The program has now been identified as
StockTag to recognise the role of stocking groups and the tagging of stocked fish.
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Figure 17: Draft reports on stocked fish tagging and fish death events

7.

Fishing Competitions involving Tagging

During 2008/09 there were 4 fishing competitions that included tagging as part of the
competition. These were:





Rocky Barra Bounty in Fitzroy River
Boyne Tannum Hookup at Boyne Island
Bundaberg VMR at Burnett Heads
ANSA NQ championships at Cardwell

The Rocky Barra Bounty targets Barramundi in the Fitzroy River and is held in October
each year. The event has been going for 10 years and is a tag and release only event with
fish tagged and released where caught with a photograph providing evidence of the catch.
Over the 10 years of the event there have been 1,269 Barramundi tagged and with other
eligible species total fish tagged are 2,038. A report “Rocky Barra Bounty Results 19992007” is available from the Infofish website www.info-fish.net.
The Boyne Tannum Hookup is one of the largest fishing competitions in Australia with
around 3,000 participants held in June each year. Since 2000 the Gladstone Sportfishing
Club has managed a live weigh-in component for this event with these fish being tagged. A
total of 2,832 fish have been tagged in that event since 2000. Since 2005 CapReef has
also been collecting catch and effort data during the event and have collected details on
1,584 fishing trips. CapReef has produced a report on the event titled “Boyne Tannum
Hookup – Do fishing competitions impact local fish stocks?” and a copy of that report is
available from the Infofish website www.info-fish.net.
The Bundaberg VMR Fishing Competition held in June each year also has a live weigh-in
section and for the last 2 years fish presented at the weigh-in have been tagged and
released by the Bundaberg Sportfishing Club. A total of 196 fish have been tagged in the 2
events.
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The NQ Championships is an ANSA event held at Cardwell each year in June. It is one of
the longest running ANSA competitions and probably the first event to include a tagging
component. Tagging is carried out where the fish are caught and the tagging records are
submitted as part of the competition. Tagging details from the 2009 event are not yet
available.

8.

Catch and Effort

From 1996/97 Suntag extended its data collection to obtain complete details of fishing
trips undertaken by taggers. This covers estuary, offshore and freshwater fishing and
provides catch and effort data for those participating. From 2004/05 catch of effort of
recreational fishers fishing offshore from Central Queensland has been collected under
CapReef (see section 9). From 2007/08 this data collection was extended to estuaries.
Data collected under CapReef includes Suntag taggers and these have not been included in
the Suntag catches.
Effort is measured by the total time at or on the water, which includes travel time on the
water and any time spent collecting bait or doing other things. This is considered to be the
simplest means of collecting time and has proven to provide consistent data. This provides
a lower catch rate than if fishing time only were used.

SUNTAG CATCH SUMMARY
1.3%

Kept
Released

10.6%

Tagged
Recaptured
17.0%

71.1%

Figure 18: Summary of Suntag catch by fate of fish

A total of 12,390 trips have now been recorded for Suntag taggers providing trip details.
The total time spent fishing is 116,016 hours for 119,843 fish caught or 1.03 fish per hour
of effort.
The average Suntag tagger trip is 5.6 hours in duration with 1.7 fishers taking part in each
trip. On each trip there is an average of 9.6 fish caught of which 1.0 fish are kept.
Figure 19 shows the fate of fish caught by Suntag taggers. On average 10.6% of fish
caught by Suntag taggers are kept while 71.1% are tagged and 17.0% are released
without tags. However in 2007/08 only 5.1% of fish caught were kept.
Figure 20 shows the total catch and kept catch for participating Suntag taggers each year
while figure 21 shows the proportion of fish caught on bait and lures. The catch rate needs
to be viewed in conjunction with the fishing method as catch rates are generally higher
when using bait. Suntag taggers use lures more often than other recreational fishers.
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Figure 19: Fish caught and kept by Suntag taggers per Suntag trip
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Figure 20: Comparison of fish caught on bait and lures for Suntag fishing trips

The total catch rate in 1996/97 and 1997/98 were higher than the following years. This
may be because in those years most of the trips used bait fishing while since then there
has been a balance between fish caught on bait and on lures. The rate in 2004/05 is also
influenced by more fish caught on bait. Since 2003/04 there has been a steady increase in
the total catch rate. The kept catch rate has remained consistently below 2 fish per trip
over all years.
Suntag taggers catch rates have been compared with catch rate by CapReef (see section
9) fishers fishing in Central Queensland (figure 22). These catch rates are not directly
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comparable for 2005/06 and 2006/07 as Suntag rates cover all fishing environments while
CapReef rates are for offshore fishing only (where catch rates are higher). However for
2007/08 CapReef data collection was extended to estuaries and freshwater so are more
comparable. This indicates that Suntag taggers in 2007/08 caught about the same number
of fish per trip as CapReef fishers but keep significantly fewer fish. This is understandable
as Suntag taggers tag a large number of fish that they could keep.
16
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C apReef Total fish
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Suntag Total fish
Suntag Total Kept
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Figure 21: Comparison of Suntag and CapReef catch rates for the past 3 years

9.

Community Monitoring - CapReef

This project was established in 2005/06 as a community monitoring program of
recreational fishing following the rezoning of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and a new
management plan for the Coral Reef Fin Fishery in 2004. This project involves all ANSA
clubs, some deep sea clubs, other fishing clubs and other community groups in the area.
Data on recreational fishing including catch and effort, social impact of change and
expenditure on recreational fishing have now been collected for 3 years to the end of
2007/08. Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV) has also been used to collect fishery
independent data and this includes obtaining data in no fishing zones (under permit from
GBRMPA).
CapReef started out collecting data from Stanage bay in the north to Turkey Beach in the
south however in 2007/08 data collection was extended south to include the area down to
Bundaberg.
Data collected through CapReef is maintained in the Suntag database. Fishing trip details
have been obtained for over 13,000 trips for 16 seasons from winter 2005 to autumn
2009. Figure 22 shows the seasonal catch rates for offshore fishing trips in the CapReef
area of Central Queensland.
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Figure 22: Median adjusted catch rates for offshore fishing in Central Queensland from winter 2005 to
autumn 2008

There have been 15 reports on various aspects of
CapReef produced and at the end of 2008/09 a
summary report covering all the data collected over
the past 4 years has been produced. The report is
titled "CapReef: Recreational Fishing and Fish
Resources in central Queensland 2005-09" as shown
in figure 23.
The report provides an assessment of the status of
fish stocks in Central Queensland and concludes that
there has been an overall increase in the numbers of
offshore, estuary and freshwater species from
2005/06 to 2008/09. The improvement was likely to
have been the result of good recruitment by a number
of species as a result of flooding in 2008.
While stocks had generally improved there was
concern for a number of species. There were 4
Mackerel species (School, Spanish, Spotted and
Grey), Longfin Rockcod and Barramundi.

Figure 23: CapReef report 2005/06 to 2008/09

Based on concerns over the status of Barramundi stocks CapReef has developed a proposal
for a "crystal bowl" for Barramundi. This will involve the development of a model to predict
stock levels into the future. Funding for this proposal is being sought from the Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation.

10.

Released Fish Survival

The Released Fish Survival program wound up at the end of 2007/08 however research
into fish survival issues is continuing to be promoted through Recfishing Research. Before
the strategy there were 4 species (yellow bars in figure 24) where the survival rate was
known. Following the strategy the there are now 24 species where the survival rate is
known (figure 24). For a number of species survival rates have been determined by a
number of different projects. Of the 24 species 17 had a survival rate of over 80% and 14
had a survival rate of over 90%. Three species had survival rates of around 50%. This
included Saddletail Snapper, which had the highest tag recapture rate of any species at
13.6% (mostly caught in shallow water).
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Figure 24: Survival rates from research for key Australian recreational fish species

Deep hooking has been recognised as a major contributor to mortality of fish. Since
2003/04, Suntag is continuing to collect data from taggers on hooking locations to assess
the level of deep hooking. Figure 25 shows how hooking locations are categorised in
Suntag. Deep hooking is where hooks are lodged in the throat (or gills) or gut.
A total of 48,750 hooking locations have been recorded by Suntag to 2008/09. Figure 26
provides a summary of hooking locations for using bait or lure. The overall level of deep
hooking is 7.2% while for bait it is 11.6% and for lure it is 1.7%. Table 3 provides a
summary of hooking locations for a range of popular species caught on both bait and lures.

Figure 25: Recording of hook locations and where hooks are lodged in fish using bait and lure
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Figure 26 : Summary of hooking location using bait or lure recorded by Suntag

Bait
Species
Barramundi
Yellowfin Bream
Dusky Flathead
Red Emperor
Goldspotted Rockcod

No of
Fish
593
7839
550
1420
1143

Deep
Hooked
12.6%
12.5%
30.7%
7.9%
16.3%

Lure
No of
Deep
Fish
Hooked
7059
1.9%
1351
0.6%
5215
2.4%
2348

1.9%

Table 4: Summary of deep hooking rates for a number of popular species

11.

Support for Research Projects

As well as the projects already mentioned Suntag in Queensland provides support to a
number of research projects. That support is generally in the form of collecting tag and
recapture data, long term data storage, and in some projects assistance with the tagging.
In 2008/09 Suntag supported the following research and monitoring projects:








Snapper and Pearl Perch research by QPIF
Mud Crab tag and recapture data in the Barron River by Holloways Beach
Environment Education Centre
Sawfish in the Gulf of Carpentaria by QPIF
Barramundi and Mangrove Jack in the Johnstone River by QPIF
Golden Perch in the Fitzroy Basin rivers by NRW
Queensland Lungfish and other species being monitored in the Burnett River by
QPIF
Stocked Bass in Lake Samsonvale at Brisbane by SEQ Water

In 2008/09 there were 4 scientific publications and technical reports (table 4) that were
published or have been submitted for publication that used data from Suntag.
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Paper
Effects of Local Climate on Recreational
Fisheries in Central Queensland: A guide
to the impacts of climate change
National strategy for the survival of
released line-caught fish: tropical reef
species
State of the Environment Report for
Shoalwater Bay Training Area 2008
Effects of Hook Removal on Recapture
Rates of 27 Species of Angler-Caught Fish
in Australia

Authors
W Sawynok and J
Platten
IW Brown et al
Department of
Defence ed Leanne
Summers
Gene R Wilde and
William Sawynok

Publication
Proceedings of 5th
World Recreational
Fishing Conference
FRDC Final Report
Project 2003/019
July 2008
Dept of Defence
Report
Transactions of
American Fisheries
Society 138: 2000
(in press)

Table 5: Scientific papers and technical publications using Suntag data in 2007/08

12.

Historical Tagging Data

In 2003/04 as part of the stock assessment of Tailor old tag datasets were captured and
incorporated into the Suntag database. This included tagging records from the late 1980’s
and also data from the 1970’s. Data was uploaded to the Suntag database progressively
from 2004/05. This provides a single tagging dataset for Tailor that can be interrogated.
No additional historic tagging data was added in 2008/09.

13.

Where to in 2009/10?

Projects to be undertaken in 2009/10 were agreed in conjunction with the Suntag grant
application and details of the projects are available from the Infofish website at www.infofish.net . A separate project has been developed to continue support for stocking groups
undertaking tagging as part of their monitoring of stocked fish under StockTag.
There will be a further upgrade of the Infofish 2006 database to Infofish 2009 to improve
database performance. The Infofish website underwent a major upgrade in 2008/09
however it is expected that there will be further developments to improve feedback and
access to information on tagged fish.
The Bureau of Rural Resources is undertaking a national review of community monitoring
in fisheries and have reviewed 6 monitoring programs. This included 3 programs managed
by government and 3 managed by community groups. Suntag and CapReef were 2 of the
community programs examined and a report is expected by the end of 2009.
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